Computer simulation studies on significance of lipid polar head orientation.
Models of lipid bilayer were extended and dipole structure of polar head in lipid molecules was included. As a result a wavy structure, resembling experimentally observed 'ripple phase', was obtained. The discussion on significance of interactions between dipoles that constitute polar part of the model membrane is presented. Assumptions of the model are closer to the real conditions and reflect the real phenomena much better. Dependence of the model system behaviour on dielectric permeability, ionic strength, and temperature was studied. An influence of reduced number of freedom degrees in the dipole system on the membrane properties was also considered. It was proved that if dielectric permeability of membrane polar part is significantly smaller than water dielectric permeability then the membrane model does not have to take into account changeability of dipole tilt towards membrane surface. This assumption becomes more significant for dielectric permeability epsilon approaching epsilon = 80. Packing degree of hydrocarbon chains in hydrophobic part of the membrane is also responsible for the angle value between dipoles and the membrane surface. The model results are compared to experimental results obtained by means of fluorescence probe fluorescein-PE.